**National Databases**

[00:00:01.27] Both the California Conservation Easement Database, CCED, and the California Protected Areas Database, CPAD are the California component of their national dataset equivalents.

[00:00:16.22] CCED is contributed to the National Conservation Easement Dataset, NCED, which is published by a group of nonprofits at conservationeasement.us. In 2021 CCED was updated to align to the NCED database schema and continues to be contributed to the national dataset each year.

[00:00:44.03] Nationally, CPAD is the California element for the Protected Areas Database of the United States, PAD-US, published by USGS. We work very closely with them on a variety of things. Ideally, most states would have something on the order of CPAD but not all states do at this point, just a handful. Ambition is to get there some day.

[00:01:10.81] Thank you, and we encourage you to continue exploring our video series.